Real time qualitative and quantitative GLUT4 translocation assay.
Insulin-stimulated glucose transporter 4 (GLUT4) translocation promoting glucose uptake is vital to glucose homeostasis and is a defined target of antidiabetic drug research. Existing functional assays to detect the process of GLUT4 translocation are hampered due to assay variability and low sensitivity, thus slowing down the progress towards the development of preferred alternative to insulin. This chapter describes a real time, visual, cell-based qualitative GLUT4 translocation assay suitable for screening insulin mimetics. The basic strategy consists of establishment of insulin-sensitive CHO-HIRc-myc-GLUT4eGFP cells those stably express myc and eGFP-tagged GLUT4 in addition to human insulin receptor (HIRc). GLUT4 translocation is visualized by tracking the movement of GLUT4 associated GFP fluorescence from perinuclear space to the plasma membrane by employing cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) camera attached to a simple fluorescent microscope. This video imaging method and further quantitative analysis of GLUT4 on the cell membrane provides rapid and fool-proof visual evidence suitable for screening GLUT4 translocation modulators. This assay is further validated by complementary assays.